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This paper describes a simulation study that evaluated the ICES scientific advisory process
used to recommend total allowable catches (TACs) for flatfish stocks. Particular emphasis is
given to examining the effects on stock biomass, yield and stability of constraining
interannual variation in TACs. A ‘‘management strategy evaluation’’ approach is used
where an operating model is used to represent the underlying reality, and pseudo data are
generated for use within a management procedure. The management procedure comprises
a stock assessment that uses data to estimate parameters of interest and a decision rule to
derive TAC recommendations for the following year. Bounds on TAC of between 20% and
40% have little effect on yields or stability, while a 10% bound on TAC can affect the ability
to achieve management targets and result in low-frequency cycling in the stock. In the short
term, performance is highly dependent on current stock status but bounds have less effect if
the stock is close to equilibrium for a target fishing mortality (F). In addition, it was shown
that current ICES biomass and fishing mortality reference points are not always consistent,
and several are clearly inappropriate. Importantly, including realistic sources and levels of
uncertainty can result in far from optimal management outcomes based on the current
procedures. Results also conflicted with expert opinion, in suggesting that management
based on a fixed F regime could result in relatively stable yields despite fluctuations in year-
class strength and that the management feedback process itself is implicated in causing
fluctuations in the system due to significant time-lags in this process. We therefore
emphasize that providing more precise population estimates or developing harvest control
rules alone will not necessarily help in achieving management objectives, rather
management procedures that are robust to uncertainty and tuned to meet management
objectives need to be developed. Operating models in these simulations were constrained to
be based on existing ICES methods and perceptions of stock dynamics, but we recommend
that, in future, operating models that represent the best available understanding of the actual
system dynamics be used to evaluate models and rules considered for application.
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Introduction

Advice on the management of flatfish stocks in the

Northeast Atlantic is provided by the Advisory Committee

on Fisheries Management (ACFM) of the International

Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES). The main

objectives for the management of these stocks are to ensure
1054-3139/$30.00 Crown Copyright � 2005 Published by Elsevier Ltd on
that spawning-stock biomass (SSB) remains above a thresh-

old at which recruitment may be impaired, and that fishing

mortality remains below a threshold level that would drive

the stock below the biomass threshold. The thresholds are

often referred to as limit values (i.e. Flim and Blim for the

fishing mortality and biomass limits, respectively). In

recognition of the uncertainties in stock estimates and in
behalf of International Council for the Exploration of the Sea. All rights reserved.
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an attempt to apply the precautionary approach, pre-

cautionary reference points (i.e. pa-values, Fpa and Bpa)

have also been defined, which trigger management action

before the thresholds are reached.

Management advice is based on an estimate of an

allowable biological catch (ABC) that corresponds to a level

of fishing mortality that will ensure that SSB remains above

or recovers to the precautionary biomass level. However,

such advice can lead to substantial interannual variations in

ABCs and hence in the recommended total allowable catch

(TAC), because of fluctuations in recruitment and uncertain-

ties in the stock assessments. It might also be expected that

variations in ABCs would be even larger when exploitation

levels are high, because the incoming recruitment is then the

main determinant of stock development (COM, 2000). The

fishing industry has repeatedly pointed to their difficulties in

adjusting to large fluctuations in TAC between years. On the

other hand, stability in TACs could threaten the sustainability

of fishery resources unless TACs were set very conserva-

tively. Therefore, this study was conducted on behalf of the

European Commission (i.e. the body with responsibility for

management) to evaluate the trade-offs between sustainabil-

ity and yield for strategies, based upon the current advisory

framework, that restrict interannual variability in TACs for

the main flatfish stocks in the ICES area. These stocks were

plaice in the Skagerrak/Kattegat, the Irish Sea, the North Sea,

and the eastern English Channel, and sole stocks in the North

Sea, Irish Sea, and Eastern Channel.

A simulation approach, as pioneered by the IWC

(Hammond and Donovan, in press), was used to evaluate

the alternative management strategies (Kell et al., 1999).

The framework considered uncertainty in the dynamics of

stocks and their fisheries, as well as our ability to monitor

and manage them. The ‘‘true’’ stock and fishery dynamics

are represented as the operating model, from which

simulated data were sampled (observation model ). The

data were used within an assessment procedure to assess

the status of the stock and, depending on the perception of

the stock, management controls were applied within the

management procedure to the fishery and fed back into the

operating model. Performance statistics were used to

evaluate the behaviour of the operating model. The

operating models were conditioned on the recent ICES

perceptions of the stock dynamics.

Material and methods

The simulation framework models both the ‘‘true’’ and the

‘‘perceived’’ systems (Figure 1). The ‘‘true’’ system

represents plausible alternative hypotheses about the

dynamics of the stocks and fisheries, and the ‘‘perceived’’

system represents the assumptions and methods used to

provide scientific advice. The complexity of the system to

be managed and the interactions between system compo-

nents (e.g. as a consequence of delays between collecting
data, assessing system status, and implementing manage-

ment actions) makes simulation an important means of

evaluating the relative importance of various components to

the overall success of management of the resource (de la

Mare, 1998; Holt, 1998; Kell et al., 2005).

Both the true state of stocks and our knowledge of their

dynamics are generally more uncertain than indicated by

stock assessments (c.f. Simonoff, 2003). Using a simulation

framework allows the perceived system to be based on

different assumptions from those made within the stock

assessment process. This allows the robustness of alterna-

tive scientific advisory frameworks to be tested against the

dynamics of fish stocks, our ability to monitor them, and to

implement appropriate management regulations. The frame-

work explicitly incorporates the sources of uncertainty

categorized by Rosenberg and Restrepo (1994): process

error caused by natural variation in dynamic processes (e.g.

recruitment, natural mortality), measurement error (gener-

ated when collecting observations from a population),

estimation error that arises from trying to model the

dynamic processes, model error (as the model used in the

assessment procedure will never capture the true complexity

of the dynamics), and implementation error (as management

actions are never implemented perfectly).

The true stock and fishery dynamics are represented as

the operating model, and from this, simulated data are

sampled in the observation model. These sampled data are

used within a simulated management procedure, in which

management actions for the fishery are set and imple-

mented. The management actions are then fed back into the

operating model. The management procedure in our

implementation consists of an assessment procedure that is

used to determine stock status relative to biological

reference points. Performance statistics from the operating

Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of the management evaluation

framework.
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model are used to evaluate the performance of the

management procedures for alternative plausible hypotheses

about the system dynamics (in this case limited to

assumptions about stock and recruitment).

Operating model

The operating model consisted of a simulated population,

conditioned upon the ICES assessments in 2000 (ICES,

2001a, b, c). The population model was age-structured.

Numbers-at-agewere projected downa cohort (seeEquations

(1)e(6) in the Appendix), and recruitment was derived from

a stock-recruitment relationship (see Equations (7a, b and c)

in the Appendix). The simulated population consisted of

three parts: the distant past, the recent past (the 5 years prior to

the last assessed year, i.e. 1995e1999), and the future (a

period of 30 years from the date of the last assessment year).

Selection pattern in the recent past and future was modelled

as a random variable, with expected values and residuals

obtained from a lowess smoother (Cleveland, 1979) with

a span of 0.75. Variability wasmodelled by bootstrapping the

residuals to the smoothed fit. Alternative hypotheses about

resource dynamics were modelled through different assump-

tions about the stock-recruitment relationship. Process error

was modelled by the uncertainty in mass-at-age, selection

pattern-at-age, and recruitment.

The objective of the study was a limited reform of the

present system (i.e. interannual bounds on TACs), rather

than a radical overhaul. The operating model in the distant

past therefore corresponded to assumptions made and

parameters estimated by ICES, and all values were

deterministic. In the recent past, expected recruitment was

obtained from the stock-recruitment curve, but realised

recruitment had the same residual value as the recruitment

in the original ICES fit. In this way, autocorrelation in the

period 1995e1999 was preserved. For the future, the

relationship between stock and recruitment was modelled

as a random variable, assuming the same stock-recruitment

relationship as used in the recent past.

Selection pattern-, proportion mature-, and mass-at-age

by stock are presented in Figure 2. Selection pattern and

stock mass-at-age were derived from a lowess smoother

(spanZ 0.75). ICES Working Group values for proportion

mature-at-age were used and were constant over years. As

there was little additional information on natural mortality,

values were deterministic, and took the same values as used

by ICES.

As stock-recruitment data do not always yield informa-

tion on the appropriate functional form to adopt for the

relationship between stock and recruitment, five alternative

functional forms were explored in the operating model:

(i) the relationship assumed by the relevant working

group;

(ii) a two-line model as proposed by Butterworth and

Bergh (1993, also termed a hockey stick model by
Barrowman and Myers, 2000) e (see Equation (7b) in

the Appendix);

(iii) a two-line model including the first-order autoregres-

sive process, AR(1);

(iv) a Beverton and Holt (1957) model;

(v) a Beverton and Holt (1957) model including the first-

order autoregressive process, AR(1).

All models were fitted assuming that recruitment had

a lognormal distribution.

In the case of the Beverton and Holt model, the

parameters were constrained to ensure a biologically

meaningful parameterization, and a and b were re-

parameterized as steepness (t) and virgin biomass (g;
Francis, 1992). Steepness is the fraction of the virgin

recruitment (Rg) that is expected when SSB has been

reduced to 20% of its maximum, i.e. RZ tRg when

SSBZ g/5. As it was not possible independently to

estimate a value of steepness for each stock, a common

value of steepness (0.9) was chosen that minimized the

residual variance across all stocks. Figure 3 shows the fitted

stock and recruitment models, and compares them with

estimates derived by ICES.

Expected equilibrium yields as a function of SSB (Kell

and Bromley, 2004) were calculated to compare the

observed relationships between yield and SSB with the

theoretical expectations (Figure 4). The values of FMSY,

MSY, BMSY, and MSY:BMSY derived from the Beverton

and Holt stock-recruitment relationship are compared with

Blim and Bpa in Table 1.

Management procedure

The management procedure is the combination of a partic-

ular data collection regime, a stock assessment methodol-

ogy, and a harvest control rule (and implementation

regime).

Data collection

Mass-at-age and landings-at-age were sampled from the

operating model. Observation errors were derived from the

EMAS project (evaluation of market sampling strategies for

a number of commercially exploited stocks in the North Sea;

ICES, 2001e), which investigated sampling error in the

estimates of international landings compositions and mass-

at-age. North Sea plaice was the only flatfish stock

investigated in EMAS, but it was assumed that the

meanevariance relationships and between age correlations

for all stocks were similar (see Equations (16) and (17) in

the Appendix). Natural mortality-at-age and maturity-at-age

were assumed constant between years, and corresponded to

values used in the most recent ICES Working Group.

Stock assessment methodology

The single-species stock assessment method XSA

(eXtended Survivors Analysis; Shepherd, 1999) was used

throughout the study. XSA is a calibrated variant of virtual
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Figure 2. Selection, maturity, and stock mass-at-age assumed in future components of the operating model. Error bars show G 1 s.d.
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Table 1. Values of FMSY, MSY, BMSY, and MSY:BMSY derived from the Beverton and Holt stock-recruitment relationship, together with

Blim and Bpa.

Parameter

Skagerrak

plaice

North Sea

plaice

Irish Sea

plaice

Eastern Channel

plaice

North Sea

sole

Irish Sea

sole

Eastern Channel

sole

FMSY 0.16 0.19 0.18 0.15 0.15 0.29 0.17

MSY 12 849 115 519 2 318 13 505 17 595 1 169 4 699

BMSY 96 636 630 462 10 607 88 533 107 702 5 292 27 055

MSY:BMSY (%) 13 18 22 15 16 22 17

Blim Not defined 210 000 Not defined 5 600 25 000 2 800 Not defined

Bpa 24 000 300 000 3 100 8 000 35 000 3 800 8 000
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population analysis (VPA). The method re-creates a stock’s

historical population structure from the catch-at-age matrix.

Recruitment estimates of the survivors after the last year of

data were replaced using calibrated regression estimates of

survivors (RCT3; Shepherd, 1997), where this analysis was

carried out by the ICES Working Group. All options in the

assessment procedure matched the assumptions used by

ICES. These settings were maintained for the future

analytical period. This is contrary to the practice of ICES

Working Groups, which tend to make small changes to the

way assessments are run each year.

Catch per unit effort (cpue) data were used to calibrate

the assessment model. For each stock, the data corre-

sponded to those used by ICES. For the future period, they

were generated from the true numbers-at-age in the

operating model by assuming catchability to be a lognormal

random variable, with parameters taken from the ICES

assessments. The CVs used by age, survey, series, and

stock are shown in Figure 5. These include measurement

error (attributable to sampling), process error (as biological

processes may change, the distribution of a stock with

respect to the spatial distribution of fishing effort), and

estimation error (as these quantities are derived from XSA).

The estimation errors associated with the ICES assess-

ments (i.e. XSA) are summarized in Figures 6 and 7.

Values are scaled to Blim for SSB and to Fpa for F. The box-

and-whisker plots represent the uncertainty derived from

XSA estimates of the expected values and CVs of numbers

and fishing mortality-at-age in the final data year.

Harvest control rule

The objective of the simulations was to reduce fishing

mortality to the target fishing mortality level (see

experimental treatments). The allowable biological catch

(ABC) was derived from a ‘‘short-term projection’’.

Numbers-at-age were projected through the year of

assessment (for which total catch data are not yet

available). Status quo exploitation pattern and mass-at-age

were set as the mean of the last 3 years. A projection based

on a fixed fishing mortality was then made in the following
year, to estimate the ABC. The quota or TAC corresponded

to the ABC, except if it differed from the previous year’s

TAC by an amount greater than pre-specified limits (the

‘‘TAC bounds’’); i.e.

If ABCt+1O TACt! (1 + a), then
TACt+1Z TACt! (1 + a);
Else, if ABCt+1! TACt! (1� a), then
TACt+1Z TACt! (1� a);
Otherwise,

TACt+1ZABCt+1;

where a is the bound on the annual fluctuation in TAC.

If the target fishing mortality was smaller than the

current fishing mortality at the start of the future period, an

initial transition period was implemented, where fishing

mortality was progressively reduced by 50% each year until

the target level was reached. There was no transition period

if the target mortality was greater than the current fishing

mortality.

The simulated yield in the future was assumed to equate

to the TAC set by the management procedure (i.e. no

implementation error). Fishing mortality was constrained so

that in any year, both the annual increase and absolute level

were never more than twice those that had been observed

historically. If this constraint were applicable, the TAC

would not be taken in that year. In the recent past, yield was

as estimated by the ICES Working Groups. The fishery was

modelled as a single fishing fleet, with stochastic noise on

the selection-at-age.

Experimental treatments

Experimental treatments were set up in terms of target

fishing mortalities and bounds on the interannual variability

in TACs. These were compared with a base case in which

there were no bounds on interannual variation.

In terms of target fishing mortality, the target values

evaluated for each stock (Table 2) spanned the lowest value

of the standard reference points Fpa, Fmax, or F0.1 to 1.2
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Figure 5. CVs of catchability-at-age for cpue series, derived from 2001 ICES stock assessments.
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Table 2. Target Fs used in evaluations.

Skagerrak plaice North Sea plaice North Sea sole Irish Sea plaice Irish Sea sole

Eastern Channel

plaice

Eastern Channel

sole

0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1

0.275 0.275 0.3 0.1875 0.275 0.275 0.2

0.45 0.3 (Fpa) 0.4 (Fpa) 0.275 0.3 (Fpa) 0.45 (Fpa) 0.3

0.625 0.355 0.5 0.3625 0.35 0.625 0.4 (Fpa)

0.73 (Fpa) 0.42 0.6 0.45 (Fpa) 0.425 0.8 0.5
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times F1997e1999 or Fpa, whichever was the highest. Five

different F levels were investigated for each stock, chosen

at equal intervals, plus Fpa if the value of this reference

point was not included as one of the five levels.

In terms of TAC bounds, the imposed bounds on

interannual variability in TACs were 10%, 20%, 30%,

and 40%, and were symmetric.

In addition, treatments were carried out that corre-

sponded to the (unrealistic) assumption of a perfect

assessment of stock status (i.e. no measurement error,

estimation error, or model error), which is the implicit

assumption of ICES Stock Assessment Working Groups.

This allowed examination of the effect of assessment

procedures on the results of management evaluations.

Performance statistics

Performance or summary statistics from the operating

model were used to evaluate effects of reductions in

interannual variability in yield, and on the trade-off between

expected yield and the risk of the stock falling below Blim.

The main summary statistics were therefore:

(i) the probability of SSB falling below Blim;

(ii) the mean yield.

The summary statistics were monitored in the short,

medium, and long term.

Results

The effect of constraining interannual variability in TACs

for different levels of fishing mortality, averaged over all

stock-recruitment relationships, is summarized in Figure 8.

The expected yields and SSB (Figure 8a and b, re-

spectively) relative to the long-term yields and SSBs are

summarized for a fishing mortality of Fpa, with no bounds

on TACs in the short (2001e2005), medium (2006e2015),

or long term (2016e2030).
In the short term, the behaviour of stocks depends upon

the initial stock status relative to the yield and SSB implied
by the treatment fishing mortalities. In the medium to long

term, as the equilibrium point is approached, initial

conditions have less of an effect. Where contours are

vertical, TAC bounds have little effect, for example in the

two Channel stocks. This indicates that expected yields and

SSB in both the short and long term are driven largely by

target fishing mortality. In other stocks, the strong effects of

limiting TAC variability can be seen clearly by the strong

horizontal or diagonal contours, e.g. North Sea plaice and

Irish Sea sole. Therefore, TAC constraints initially prevent

F being reduced, so SSB is driven down. Note that the

effects of limiting interannual TAC variability are mostly

observed in the short term; the long-term effects of these

limitations are substantially less.

The dynamic behaviour for an exploitation rate equiv-

alent to Fpa is shown in Figure 9 by stock and for the

different interannual TAC constraints. Although the eval-

uations were performed for a variety of assumptions about

the stock-recruitment relationships in the operating model,

similar behavioural responses were seen. The results for the

stock-recruitment relationship used by ICES to provide

advice on TACs are therefore presented. The trajectories

are expected to converge on the equilibrium value in an

anti-clockwise direction, at the rate of change and direction

indicated by the vectors (Kell et al., 2005). The further the

point is from the equilibrium curve, the greater will be

the annual change in SSB and yield, as indicated by the

vectors. Biological reference points are superimposed on

the graph. Although the equilibrium SSBeyield curves are

all similar in shape, there is considerable variation in the

positions of the biomass reference points, the relative

distance between them (i.e. the precautionary level), and

the expected SSB for Fpa. This shows that both limit and

precautionary reference points, as chosen by ICES, are not

consistent within or between stocks, and in the case of Irish

Sea sole (where fishing at Fpa would drive the stock to

a SSB below Bpa), clearly inappropriate.

As expected for all stocks, the equilibrium values of SSB

and yield are approached in an oscillating fashion. The

effect of limiting interannual TAC variability is mostly

observed in the case of the strongest bound (10%).

Although the equilibrium SSB and yield curves are similar

for the stocks considered, the behaviour of the simulations
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Figure 8. Contour plots of (a) expected yields and (b) expected spawning-stock biomasses, in the short (2001e2005), medium

(2006e2015), and long term (2016e2030) for different combinations of fishing mortalities (x-axis) and TAC bounds (y-axis). Expected

yield values are relative to the long-term yield for a fishing mortality of Fpa, with no bounds on TACs.
is quite different. The trajectories of Irish Sea plaice and

Eastern Channel sole converge on the target point in

a relatively short period of time. Skagerrak plaice and

North Sea plaice do not converge to the equilibrium value,

but to a point nearby. North Sea sole exhibits strong cycles

and Irish Sea sole does not converge on the target at all,

because the yield is always below the equilibrium level, so

SSB continues to increase. The latter behaviour is due to

the failure of the XSA assessment to converge.
To determine whether the observed behaviour was due to

assumptions in the operating model or due to behaviour of

the management procedure, simulations were conducted

where the fishing mortality in the operating model was

actually Fpa, rather than being set via a TAC, i.e. there was

no assessment or stock projection in the management

procedure. Results are presented in Figure 10 for two

indicative stocks. In the absence of estimation and

measurement error, the expected yield and SSB converge
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Figure 9. Curves of equilibrium yield against spawning-stock biomass for all stocks and for different bounds on interannual variation in

TACs (including no bounds) under the assumption of a Beverton and Holt stock-recruitment relationship. Simulated trajectories for 30

years are also shown. The dots represent the midpoints of the distribution each year. The yellow diamond shows the starting position and

the yellow circle the implied target (equilibrium value). Vectors show the expected direction and rate of change in yield and SSB for

perturbations from the equilibrium. Vertical lines represent Blim (thick) and Bpa (thin), respectively.
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quickly to the equilibrium values. Only in the case of a 10%

bound on interannual variation in TACs is there still some

oscillating behaviour. This demonstrates that the oscillation

is mostly a result of the management procedure, rather than

operating model assumptions, and that it is important to

include the management procedure within management

strategy evaluations. When the management procedure was

included (Figure 8), the dynamic behaviour of the stocks

and fisheries in terms of yield and SSB could not be

predicted from the biological assumptions alone or from the

simulations based upon a target fishing mortality (i.e.

without feedback from the management procedure to the

operating model).

When fishing mortalities are set using a management

procedure that includes stock assessment and forecasts,

bounding interannual variability in TACs results in an

increased tendency for stocks to cycle anti-clockwise

around the equilibrium value. Low-frequency oscillations

occur as a result of lags between being able to detect

changes in a stock, implement the management measure,

and obtain a response from the stock. If a stock is already

near its equilibrium value, bounds on TACs have little

effect (e.g. North Sea plaice).

Figure 11 shows the average annual variation in yield for

different levels of fishing mortality for Irish Sea plaice and

North Sea sole, two stocks that illustrate the range of

behaviours seen. Fishing mortality is set directly (i.e. there

is no management procedure), so only process error

attributable to growth, selectivity, or catchability-at-age,

and recruitment is modelled. Panels in the first row show

variation attributable to growth and selectivity, those in the

second row to variability in recruitment, and those in the

third row to both processes combined. The expected

interannual variation in yield is around 10% for both stocks

when all processes are combined, the same as the most

restrictive TAC bound, so explaining why interannual

bounds had little effect when the management procedure
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Figure 10. Curves of expected yield against spawning-stock

biomass for North Sea plaice and sole under a fixed F (equal to

Fpa) scenario, without implementation error and for two different

bounds on interannual TAC variation: no bound and a 10%

bound.
was not simulated. It had been argued by ‘‘experts’’ prior to

these simulation experiments that largest variations in

yields were to be expected at high fishing mortalities where

variability in biomass will be determined by year-class

strength (COM, 2000). Although that may be the case for

North Sea sole, in which recruitment variability was the

highest of all the study stocks with a CV of 65%, it was not

the case for Irish Sea plaice, with a CV of 14%, in which

greater variations in yields result at the highest and lowest

fishing mortalities, and variations in growth selection and

catchability-at-age dominate. Also, the two sources are not

additive: variation appears to be dominated by one or other

of the processes.

Discussion

At the request of managers, the study evaluated the trade-

offs between yield, stability of yield, and sustainability of

the stock, when limiting the interannual variability in TACs

set by the ICES scientific advice framework for flatfish

stocks. The request constrained the study within the current

framework, because the strategies evaluated simply set

bounds on the relative interannual increase or decrease in

TACs as set by the current system.

Within the range of interannual TAC bounds examined,

those between 20% and 40% had little effect on either

yields or sustainability. In general, interannual variability

seen in actual flatfish TACs has been about 10e20%, with

occasional larger changes. However, applying a 10% bound

to interannual TAC variation, within the simulations,

affected the ability to achieve management targets, and

could also result in low-frequency cycling in the stock. This

meant that, while interannual variability was constrained,

the actual range of TACs seen over the longer term could

still be wide.

The effect of bounds on interannual yields in the short

term was strongly dependent on the status of the stock at

the start of the simulation. If the stock was within safe

biological limits, strong limitations on TAC variability kept

the stock high. However, narrow bounds such as 10%

eliminated the possibility of large reductions in TAC, and

could result in a delay in achieving management targets

when the stock was in a recovery scenario and TAC levels

were too high. Bounds had less effect once the stock had

reached equilibrium for a target F.

The results also indicated that large fluctuations in yields

and effort could result from the management procedure itself

(i.e. in data collection, stock assessment, and the manage-

ment framework). Simply trying to cap the fluctuations in

TACs does not therefore address the root cause of the

problem, the management procedure. This is because the

current management procedure is a feedback process in

which there are important time-lags between the collection

of data, performing the stock assessment, implementing
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management advice, and detecting the effect of a given

management action, and then re-starting the cycle. If it was

possible to ensure directly that fishing mortality was

constant, rather than indirectly through a management

procedure based upon TACs aligned on a target fishing

mortality, the result would be relatively stable TACs for

flatfish, as can be seen from a comparison of Figure 10 with

Figure 9. This appears to conflict with expert opinion that

a constant effort regime will result in yield fluctuations as

a consequence of different year-class strengths (COM, 2000).

In our simulations, we found that the highest variations

in yields were not necessarily at the highest fishing

mortalities, but could also be at moderate fishing mortal-

ities. For example, Figure 11 shows that, for Irish Sea

plaice, there is greater variability in yields at both the lower

and higher fishing mortalities. This was also contrary to

expert opinion that high fishing mortalities lead to high

fluctuations in catch possibilities from year to year.

The ICES scientific advice framework is based upon

defining limits for SSB and fishing mortality. Blim

corresponds to a biomass level below which recruitment
is impaired or stock dynamics are unknown, and Flim
corresponds to a fishing mortality above which the stocks

would be driven below the biomass limit. Avoiding these

limits is institutionalized by defining precautionary refer-

ence points (Bpa and Fpa) as thresholds that allow for

uncertainty in estimating stock status. The biological

reference points used in this framework are generally

derived from equilibrium assumptions (ICES, 2001d).

However, inspection of the expected dynamics across

stocks (as given by the equilibrium curves) showed that

biomass and fishing mortality reference points were

sometimes inconsistently chosen between and even within

stocks, and did not appear to reflect differences in stock

dynamics. For example, the biomass reference points Blim

and Bpa for Skagerrak plaice are set at a level where

productivity of the stock is already severely impaired,

whereas for Irish Sea sole they are set at a level well before

any impairment is expected. The choices of fishing

mortality and biomass reference points are often also

inconsistent within stocks. For example, in the case of Irish

Sea sole, a fishing mortality of Fpa results in an expected
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biomass below Bpa. It is also known that fish stocks can

fluctuate extensively over a large range of spatial and

temporal scales independently of human exploitation (e.g.

Hjort, 1914; Cushing and Dickson, 1976). This may result

in the productivity of stocks, and hence their biological

reference points, changing over time, a possibility not

considered here but potentially important especially with

respect to environmental changes.

Similar inconsistencies in biological reference points

have already been noted for the main ICES roundfish

stocks (Kell et al., 2005). Combined, these studies

strongly indicate that the methodology and/or its

application to set limit and precautionary reference points

is not consistent.

This study was based on the methods currently used by

ICES to provide advice. We simulated the data collection,

the assessment process, and the harvest control rule as

a management procedure, then tested this using an

operating model that represented the hypothesized dynam-

ics of the stocks. Even though the operating models were

conditioned on the same data and assumptions used by

ICES, the outcomes when explicitly modelling the

management procedure were very different from those

predicted by ICES Working Groups.

These results, and those of a companion study performed

for the main ICES roundfish stocks (Kell et al., 2005),

indicated that the inclusion of more realistic sources and

levels of uncertainty could produce management outcomes

that are far from the objectives for both flatfish and

roundfish. The results deviate substantially from those

obtained in the current ICES approach, which is based upon

stock assessment and projections without feedback. We

believe that these differences may be caused by the fact that

the ICES approach does not reflect the true uncertainty

encountered when managing stocks, and therefore does not

provide realistic levels of risk.

A risk-analysis framework consistent with the pre-

cautionary approach requires a comprehensive consider-

ation of uncertainty. The use of simple stock projections,

in which it is assumed that the assessments represent the

true dynamics, that process error is limited to variability

about a stock-recruitment relationship, and where man-

agement regulations are implemented without error,

ignores important sources of uncertainty, and assumptions

may be violated. It is also implicitly assumed that TACs

are implemented without error, and that exploitation in

single-species fisheries occurs where landings correspond

to catches (e.g. no discarding or misreporting). However,

plaice and sole are caught in mixed fisheries, and

discarding and highgrading may take place to comply

with TACs and minimum landing sizes. Furthermore,

there is migration across stock boundaries (Kell et al.,

2004) and considerable variability in biological processes

(Kell and Bromley, 2004). These aspects could invalidate

estimated uncertainties in the simple stock projections

carried out by ICES.
The simulations indicate that there is no need to change

TACs rapidly in response to a latest annual assessment,

because bounds on TAC do not have a negative effect in

general. A simpler assessment method that is able to pick

up overall trends in the stocks may be sufficient when used

within a suitable management framework. We emphasize

here that better management is not necessarily achieved

through better stock assessments; even if stock status is

known perfectly in our simulated management procedure,

stocks may still crash at fishing levels that standard

stochastic projections would suggest were safe. This is

because the time-lags in the management system can still

cause mismatches between TACs and the actual stock sizes.

In conclusion scientists have a role in defining limit

reference points based upon biological models, the

definition of precautionary reference points depends on

defining an acceptable level of risk, and is a management

decision that also depends upon the properties of the

management procedure. Management strategies and assess-

ment methods must be considered part of the same

procedure, where the interactions between the monitoring

regime, estimation of current stock status and biological

reference points, and management controls are explicitly

recognized. The management procedure simulation ap-

proach used in this study and that of Kell et al. (2005)

therefore provides a powerful tool for the examination of

the performance of candidate management strategies.

Management simulations should be used as part of

a dynamic process involving dialogue between scientists,

managers, and stakeholders. Candidate management pro-

cedures formulated by relevant management bodies or

stakeholders should be simulation-tested by specialists for

a range of plausible assumptions about the true dynamics of

the resources, against pre-agreed objectives (IWC, 1992;

McAllister et al., 1999).
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Appendix

Equations and symbols used in the simulation framework.

Equations

Population dynamics Naþ1;yþ1ZNa;y e
�Za;y ð1Þ

Np;yZNp�1;y�1 e
�Zp�1;y�1

þNp;y e
�Zp;y�1 ð2Þ

Nr;yZf
�
By�r

�
ð3Þ

Mortality rates Za;yZFa;y þDa;y þMa;y ð4Þ

Fa;yZ
Xf

iZ1

Pi;a;ySi;a;yEi;y ð5aÞ

Da;yZ
Xf

iZ1

�
1� Pi;a;y

�
Si;a;yEi;y ð5bÞ

Catch equation Cf ;a;yZNa;y

Ff ;a;y

Zf ;a;y

�
1� e�Za;y

�
ð6Þ

Stock-recruitment relationships
Beverton and

Holt
Nr;yZ

By�r

aBy�r þ b
ð7aÞ

Butterworth

and Bergh
Nr;yZ

�
By�rRa : aBy�r

By�r!a : ab
ð7bÞ
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There was a linear relationship between log(variance)

and log(mean) for catch numbers-at-age. Therefore,

variances were estimated from catch numbers based on

this observed relationship instead of assuming constant CV.

There was also a linear relationship between the CV of

catch numbers and weights-at-age. This appeared reason-

able as weights were calculated from a lengtheweight
relationship in which numbers-at-length were used in

estimating the condition factor.

Recruitment

residuals

Nr;yZf
�
By�r

�
e3y�s2=2

3yþ1Zr3y þhyþ1

hywNð0;s2
hÞ

s2Zln
�
CV2 þ 1

�
s2
hZð1� r2Þs2

ð7cÞ

Derivation of effort Xage
Cf ;a;yWf ;a;y �Yf ;yZ0 ð8Þ

Catch per unit

effort models

U#
f ;a;yZqf ;aNa;y ð9Þ

U#
f ;a;yZ

Uf ;a;y

Af ;a;y

ð10Þ

Af ;a;yZ
ð e�af Za;y � e�bf Za;yÞ�

bf � af

�
Za;y

ð11Þ

U#
f ;a;yZqf ;aNa;yg eNð0;42Þ�42=2 ð12Þ

Selectivity Sf ;yZMVN
�
mf �

X
f

�
ð13Þ

Yield
Yf ;yZ

Xa

iZr

Cf ;i;yWf ;i;y ð14Þ

SSB
ByZ

Xp

iZr

Ni;yWi;yOi;y ð15Þ

Observation error
Catch-at-age Ca;yZMVNðk;LÞ ð16Þ

Variance in

catch-at-age

ka;yZaNb
a;y ð17Þ
Symbols used in equations.

Parameter Definition

Na,y Numbers of fish of age a at the start of year y

Ma,y Natural mortality-at-age a in year y

Fa,y Fishing mortality-at-age a in year y

Ff,a,y Partial fishing mortality of fleet f at age a in year y

Da,y Discard mortality-at-age a in year y

Za,y Total mortality-at-age a in year y

S f,a,y Selection pattern for fleet f at age a in year y

Pf,a,y Proportion of catch retained for fleet f at age a

in year y

Cf,a,y Catch in numbers of fleet f at age a in year y

r Age at first recruitment to the fishery

p Age of the plus group

By Spawning-stock biomass in year y

a,b Model parameters

Wa,y Mass-at-age a in year y in the stock

Wf,a,y Mass-at-age a in year y in catch of fleet f

Oa,y Proportion mature-at-age a in year y

Yf,y Total catch mass of all ages of fish in

year y by fleet f

Ua,y Cpue of age a in year y

U#a,y Cpue of age a adjusted to start of year y

qf,a Catchability, relationship between cpue and

numbers-at-age a for tuning index f

g Relationship between catchability and abundance

af Start of the period of fishing in cpue series f

bf End of the fishing period cpue series f

ey Recruitment residual in year y

s Standard error of recruitment residuals

r Autocorrelation of recruitment residuals

hy Recruitment innovation in year y

sh Standard error of recruitment residual

innovations hyear

mf Expected selectivity vector

Sf Covariance matrix used in selectivity modelling

�f Expected mass-at-age in the stock

Jf Covariance between the ratio of stock to catch

mass-at-ages

Uf Covariance between mass-at-ages in the stock

k Variance numbers-at-ages in the sampled catch

L Covariance between numbers-at-ages in the

sampled catch

4 Standard error of cpue residuals

MVN Multivariate normal
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